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Additional pressure continues to mount 
for merchants to secure their point-
of-sale environments. On top of the 
increase in POS attacks, U.S. merchants 
are being pressured to replace their 
traditional magnetic strip readers with 
EMV (EuroPay, Mastercard, VISA chip 
card) systems. EMV will decrease fraud 
during card-present transactions, but 
industry experts expect fraud activity 
to shift to card-not-present transac-
tions. The advent of EMV also shifts 
the liability for fraud from the issuer to 

the merchants, if they don’t adopt EMV. 
EMV systems require additional security 
controls (such as strong encryption) 
because criminals can still compromise 
data at the point of sale even when con-
sumers use the chip. They may not use 
that stolen data to make a counterfeit 
EMV card, but they can still profit from 
breaching e-commerce merchants 
because there is no physical card 
required. Merchants need to offer a POS 
system that balances customer experi-
ence with protection.

While point-of-sale (POS) systems are present in hospitality, health care 

and other consumer driven businesses, they are an especially critical 

part of every retailer’s IT footprint. According to the Verizon 2015 Data 

Breach Investigation Report, attacks on POS systems continue to be the 

top security incident with confirmed data breaches, and a majority of the 

breaches continue to take weeks to months to simply detect, much less 

mitigate. Through resale or direct fraud, an attacker’s objective is to 

steal valuable customer payment data and profit from it, and the financial 

impact of a data breach to the retailer can be up to $165 per record 

(Ponemon 2015). H1 is Title Case Like This, Maximum Two Lines

Over 40% retailers claim 
PCI DSS is the backbone 
to their security program. 
(Tripwire 2014 Retail 
Security Survey), but 
compliance does not equal 
security. While PCI DSS 
does offer security controls 
to protect cardholder 
environment (CDE), 2015 
PWC research shows that 
organizations suffering 
data breaches demonstrate 
lower then normal 
compliance with a number 
of PCI DSS controls—there 
are gaps as the threat 
landscape quickly evolves.



The Range of  
POS Malware Behaviors
Malware developed specifically for 
POS devices is available today on the 
black market. Because POS system 
breaches require the attacker to wait 
for the transaction to occur then collect 
the payment data, compromises must 
be stealthy enough to endure. Most 
POS breaches are for obvious data 
(card number, card verification value 
(CVV) number, PIN and name) to use for 
fraudulent purchases, but criminals are 
also after data like email addresses, 
telephone numbers, transaction history, 
purchase history and other behavioral 
data for competitive data mining.

POS attack methods are becoming more 
varied and adaptable. Evolving evasion 
techniques make detection by traditional 
antivirus difficult or impossible. The 
initial infiltration may be accomplished 
through social engineering via email 
phishing, exploiting a weakness in an 
external facing system with SQL injec-
tion, or even by using a manufacturer’s 
default password. Once in, criminals will 
obtain user credentials through a range 
of techniques to traverse the network 
to find card data environment (CDE). Or 
malware will propagate with the intent 
to steal and transmit data to an external 
system.

POS systems can be easy targets 
if the payment data travels through 
internal systems in an unencrypted 
format. Attackers will often install 
network-sniffing malware to intercept 
the payment data in transit. Currently 
PCI DSS does not require certain net-
works (such as POS machines to store 
server, POS Payment Application to POI 
Device, Payment Application to Payment 
Gateway) to be encrypted. As a result, 
many merchants are starting to use 
network-level encryption to protect 
against these attacks. Merchants may 
have implemented SSL (Secure Sockets 
Layer) in the past, but the revisions in 
the PCI DSS 3.1 specify more robust 
encryption. SSL isn’t just noted as weak, 
it has been demonstrated to be vulnera-
ble through Heartbleed and Poodle. For 
this reason, current network software 
based encryption may not guarantee 
data protection. PCI 3.1 mandates mer-
chants to move to better encryption for 
data in transit by June, 2016.

POS threats continue to evolve beyond 
network based sniffing as well. 
Attackers recognize that payment data 
is not always encrypted—often card data 
is stored in plaintext in memory. This 
provides a brief but effective window 
of attack. Through memory scraping, 
payment data is copied from RAM and 
transmitted back to the attacker. The 
growth in new variants of POS “RAM 

scraper” vectors grew from just two in 
2013 to five in 2014 (Trend Micro). Most 
recent RAM scraping attacks (such as 
the FYSNA malware family, also known 
as “Chewbacca”) use the Tor network 
to communicate with their Command 
and Control server for hiding data exfil-
tration, making them very difficult to 
detect.

Out-the-Box POS Protection
Knowing your attacker’s specific behav-
ior and providing continuous monitoring 
for these behaviors can greatly reduce 
the risk of a successful POS attack. In 
retail, with large numbers of automated 
and opportunistic attacks, taking weeks 
and months to discover, perpetrators 
have often been gone and damage done 
by the time security teams have caught 
up. With time being a critical factor, 
Tripwire recognizes that security is 
not one size fits all and has developed 
protection policies specifically for 
POS devices. Tripwire® Enterprise, an 
industry-leading security configuration 
management solution, includes Tripwire 
POS Threat Protection, an exclusive set 
of POS threat detection and prevention 
rules. Detecting POS attacks as they 
occur reduces the potential for massive 
damage and the time needed to recover. 

A Comprehensive & Adaptive 
POS Security Solution
POS devices are purpose-built with pre-
dictable configurations, so monitoring 
for change is critical. Tripwire solutions 
proactively alert if your POS devices, 
servers and network infrastructure have 
changed and are more susceptible to 
compromise.

Tripwire Enterprise (Security 
Configuration Management) provides 
continuous in-depth monitoring of 
systems, files and many other network 
nodes to ensure highest integrity and to 
detect changes and threats to prevent 
breaches. Tripwire Enterprise includes 
Tripwire POS Threat Protection, which 
delivers new policy content focused on 
specific POS threats (such as common 
weaknesses and exploitable configura-
tion settings) that help attackers access 
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Fig. 1 Security incidents with confirmed data breaches. Verizon DBIR 2015



critical POS devices and customer credit 
card data. 

Tripwire POS Threat Protection:
 - Delivers comprehensive POS 

protection with over 35 policies 
and 55 tests

 - Provides early detection, reducing 
the time for massive damages

 - Reduces recovery time 

 » Tripwire File Integrity Monitoring 
(FIM) tracks the who, what and when 
of changes to assets and judge what’s 
likely a threat. 

 » Tripwire Configuration Compliance 
Manager monitors network 
infrastructure to ensure it’s compliant 
and secure according your policy, 
without requiring endpoint agent 
deployment.

 » 85% of breaches could be prevented 
by remediating known vulnerabilities 
(ICS-CERT). Tripwire IP360™ assesses 
and prioritizes vulnerabilities 
according to a risk prioritization 
methodology so IT security can quickly 
and effectively reduce overall network 
risk. It can be deployed on-premise 
or in the cloud. This vulnerability 
risk prioritization can be imported to 
Tripwire Enterprise for labeling and 
prioritizing assets for remediation.

 » Tripwire Log Center® reliably and 
securely collects, analyzes and 
correlates log data from devices, 

servers, applications and automated 
security processes to improve 
security and dramatically simplify 
compliance. The log data can be 
shared with IT security or with SIEM 
systems. 

 » Tripwire Connect collects security 
posture data and represents it in 
business logic on simple dashboards. 
It offers CISOs and teams such as 
IT Security, Compliance, and IT 
Operations a quick status update. 

 » Tripwire Security Intelligence Hub 
provides at-a-glance information 
about the state of your organization’s 
risk status and compliance initiatives. 
It automates risk reporting for any 
audience, and can provide the same 
data in differing views according to 
their needs. 

 » Tripwire solutions also integrate with 
other network and endpoint security 

applications to automate workflows 
and improve the accuracy and reduce 
the time to detect and protect against 
advanced threats.

Tripwire solutions offer real time infor-
mation on the configuration and security 
of your POS systems, providing action-
able alerts and reporting to close the 
door to attackers.
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Fig. 2 Threat vectors: network sniffing opportunities



Tripwire is the trusted leader for establishing a strong cybersecurity foundation. Partnering with 
Fortune 500 enterprises, industrial organizations and government agencies, Tripwire protects the inte-
grity of mission-critical systems spanning physical, virtual, cloud and DevOps environments. Tripwire’s 
award-winning portfolio delivers top critical security controls, including asset discovery, secure config-
uration management, vulnerability management and log management. As the pioneers of file integrity 
monitoring (FIM), Tripwire’s expertise is built on a 20+ year history of innovation helping organizations 
discover, minimize and monitor their attack surfaces. Learn more at tripwire.com
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Tripwire POS Threat Protection
Threat 
Vector

Malware 
Example Bad Behavior Preventive Rule(s)

Physical 
Attack

N/A Accessing administrative functions or modes 
through a key combination

Physically stealing the POS system or hard drive.

Keyboard Filter restricts list of key combinations

Ensure Encryption

Data Stealing Alina (Trackr), 
MalumPoS,  
vSkimmer 
(successor 
to Dexter), 
BlackPOS

Accessing plain text cardholder data in running 
memory (i.e. RAM scraping)

Capturing unencrypted traffic to search for plain 
text cardholder data

Taking advantage of non-compliance to capture 
cardholder data in plain text when it should be 
encrypted

Additional network interfaces enabled to bypass 
appropriate ACLs to pull cardholder data off system

Altering firewall rules to allow for data exfiltration

Inserting a USB device for loading malware, data 
exfiltration or other purposes

Detects known RAM scraping software

Packet Capture Application Detection

Promiscuous Network Interface Detection

Network Sniffing detects sniffing on unencrypted local area networks

PAN Detection detects any inadvertent storage of unencrypted user 
data

SSN Detection detects social security numbers 

DNS servers, Listening Ports, Network Server ARP Entries—
Monitoring additional interfaces or changes to network configuration 
can detect a malicious user attempting to steal cardholder data

Detect Windows Firewall Changes

USB Filter detects unknown USB devices

Abnormal 
Behaviors̀

Any malware Running malicious executable code

Intercepting dialog boxes to make choices before 
users see them to gain more access points

Making other, unknown changes to the systems to 
gain access to the payment data

AppLocker Enabled to allow or restrict applications

Dialog Box Filter detects inappropriate user accessing a dialog box

Baseline Whitelisting Rules set the standard configuration and alerts 
on any changes by priority

Inappropriate 
Access

Brute force 
attackers

Unauthorized remote access exfiltrates cardholder 
data

Unusual local user activity can suggest attacker’s 
logged in

Creating new users on the point-of-sale system

Altering group membership for privilege escalation

Configuring a new network interface to circumvent 
access control lists and firewalls

Enable Windows Firewall

Local Accounts, Folders under C:\Users—The number of users logging 
into a POS should be minimal, knowing who and when can determine if 
there is suspicious activity

User Change Detection notifies if a new user is created

Group Change Detection notifies if group privilege is changed

Network Interface Change Detection notifies when a new network 
interface is created
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